**THE IMPACT OF INTERFASOL**
(Cost Action IS1311)

**INTERFASOL is approaching its end and this is a time for reflection**

1 Participation in INTERFASOL as a member of
   - the management committee
   - a working group
   - a short term scientific mission
   - a training school
   - an invited speaker

2 Do you belong to Inclusiveness Country? □ Yes □ No

3 When you joined INTERFASOL, did you do that as
   - a PhD Student?
   - a Early Career Researcher (< 8 years after PhD)?
   - a Young Researcher (9 to 15 years after PhD)?
   - a Senior Researcher (> 15 years after PhD)?
   - a Stakeholder (Practitioner, policy maker, ...)?
   - other ?.................................................................

4 Did you join INTERFASOL at the kick-off meeting?
   - during the first year (June 2014- May 2015)?
   - during the second year (June 2015- April 2016)?
   - during the third year (May 2016- April 2017)?
   - during the fourth year (May 2017- April 2017)?

5 How many INTERFASOL meetings did you attend (Budapest, Keele, Madrid, Milan, Dublin, Zagreb, Luxembourg)?
   □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7

6 Which INTERFASOL Conference did you attend? □ Milan □ Luxembourg

7 Please indicate if the INTERFASOL action advanced your
   - Career
   - Knowledge
   - Skills
   - Projects
   - Network of researchers
   - Network of students
   - Job prospect
   - Social/political engagement

8 Please identify any possible short or long term impact of INTERFASOL (scientific, socio-economic, political or for practical action)

---

1Bosnia-Herzegovina, Czech Republic, Estonia, Croatia, Hungary, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, and Turkey.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COLLABORATION